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Delighted to be here today to talk about Energy Efficient Scotland.I work in the Scottish Government and as a Government we have responsibility for energy efficiency, climate change and housing.  Our programme on energy efficiency – Energy Efficient Scotland – is a cross-Government project.  I work in a Directorate responsible for energy (including energy efficiency) and climate change but colleagues in other Directorates – Housing and Building Standards – also work on this programme.   Programme is about improving energy efficiency of existing buildings – new builds are dealt with elsewhere although we work closely with colleagues.One of the drivers for this Programme is our Climate Change Plan  - mention ambition near zero
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In May this your our First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon launched out Route Map for Energy Efficient Scotland - setting out our over-arching vision for Energy Efficient Scotland and our proposals to ensure that by 2040 our homes and buildings are warmer, greener and more efficient.    Our Ministers were clear that this was an important area and in 2015 they designated energy efficiency as a national infrastructure priority.  Since then we have continued to support energy efficiency through a number of routes– at the same time as developing our proposals for Energy Efficient Scotland.  It is a long term vision  - supported by a 20 year programme – recognising the significant amount of work that needs to be done and that we need to ramp up activity in a number of areas.  And we need to deliver the programme in a way that is socially and economically sustainable.  
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As well as making our buildings more efficient the programme also support our ongoing efforts to decarbonise our heat supply.    Our overarching ambitions on heat decarbonisation are set out in the Climate change Plan.  This sets ambitious targets that would see 35% of domestic and 70% of non-domestic heat supplied by low carbon technologies – all with the ultimate aim of emissions form all buildings being near zero by 2050.  Until the mid-2020s, the Programme will focus on improving the energy efficiency of Scotland’s existing buildings.  With work on decarbonising the heat supply for buildings that are off gas grid.  The majority of Scottish homes are heated by gas and the long term decarbonisation of the gas grid is the responsibility of the UK Govt – we expect them to make a decision on this by mid 2020s – which is why we are focussing on the off gas grid properties.  
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The Programme delivers across two key policy areas of Government: fuel poverty and climate change. Because of this it has two main objectives:First objective• supporting the eradication of fuel poverty, by removing poor energy efficiency as a driver of fuel poverty.  We are be setting out our targets for fuel poverty through the Fuel Poverty (Scotland) Bill and draft Fuel Poverty Strategy  - this Bill is currently going through the Parliamentary scrutiny.To support the eradication of fuel poverty we are proposing that all domestic properties achieve EPC C by 2040 – but  due to the depth of fuel povertyexperienced by some households we know that reaching EPC C will not be enough to lift all households out of fuel poverty That is why we are proposing adopting a higher ambition for fuel poor households, regardless of tenure, that would see them improved so that they reach EPC C by 2030 and EPC B by 2040 Second objective• reducing greenhouse gas emissions through more energy efficient buildings and bydecarbonising our heat supply.  We have to reduce emissions by 2032 by 23% in the domestic sector and 59% in the non-domestic sector on 2015 levels.  Longer term – near zero carbon buildings
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Energy efficiency Scotland will deliver multiple benefits and we have set out some of these in the Route map.It supports the Scottish economy.  We estimate that over the lifetime of the programme around £10 - £12 billion will be invested in energy efficiency.  This investment will boost GDP with research showing a 10% improvement in the energy efficiency of all UK households leads to a sustained GDP expansion of around 0.16%. It will help create a substantial Scottish market and supply chain for energy efficiency services and technologies. Every £100 million spent on energy efficiency improvements in 2018 is estimated to support approximately 1,200 full-time equivalent jobs across the Scottish economyIt put more money in people’s pockets by helping to keep bills affordable – supporting our ambitions to eradicate fuel poverty.improve business competitiveness by making sure every pound spent on energy is maximised in productivity.It supports our Climate Change Plan and world leading targets – literally helping to save the planet!It will deliver health, wellbeing and early years improvements through warmer homes.• help regenerate our communities through upgrading building stock.All in all – well worth doing 
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This diagram shows the proposed trajectories within the domestic sector which has been broken down to the private rented sector, owner occupiers and social housing.There are around 2.5 million dwelling in Scotland – with 61% (the largest proportion) being owner occupied, 23% in the social rented sector and 15% in the private rented sector.  The overall ambition for the programme is for all domestic properties to achieve at least EPC C by 2040 – but we know that the different sectors are at different starting points and as a result will have different timescales.  Social housing which has been regulated for a number of years  - is the most efficient.  And we are consulted on maximising the number of homes achieving EPC B by 2032. Private rented sector homes generally have poorer energy efficiency than elsewhere in the domestic sector.  The Route Map announces that regulations will be introduced that will see PRS properties achieve at least EPC E by 2022 and EPC D by 2025 – and we are consulting on them achieving EPC by 2030.Largest sector is owner occupiers – at this stage we are looking to encourage owners but we sought views on making this mandatory from 2030.   
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We are not yet setting a specific long term standard for the non-domestic sector but by 2040 all our non-domestic buildings will have been assessed and improved to the extent that is technically feasible and cost effective.  We know less about the energy performance of the non-domestic sector compared to the domestic sector. This is largely due to the diverse nature of non-domestic buildings. In addition, far more homes have registered their EPC and we also undertake a large scale annual survey on housing that includes energy efficiency.We are currently developing our understanding of the energy efficiency performance to establish a baseline – we anticipate publishing this later in the year.  What we are clear about is that we plan to extend the regulations made under of the Climate change Act.  We will do this  gradually leading to full coverage across all non-domestic buildings from 2035 at the latest. We are also proposing that we move to a benchmarking system where the performance of a building is assessed using a ‘notional specification’ to an existing building. This specification would illustrate ‘what good looks like’ for that particular type of building, based on typical and achievable levels of improvement.
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The development  of Energy Efficiency Scotland has been done by working closely with local authorities and the work they have been doing during the pilots has been extremely helpful in shaping our proposals.  We very much plan to deliver in partnership with local authorities.We are proposing to mandate that LAs produce Local Heat and Energy Efficiency Strategies – these strategic 20 year plans would be the foundation for delivering Energy Efficient Scotland at  a local level and would be used to develop shorter term action plans that would support access to Scottish Government funding to support energy efficiency measures and heat decarbonisation across the local authority area.  Through the Transition Programme we are funding LAs to move into the able-to-pay market, driving the uptake of energy efficiency measures across all sectors, based on their existing very successful HEEPS:ABS schemes.But we also recognise that we need to continue to deliver at  a national level as well.  For those properties that aren't covered by any local delivery programmes but that want to improve their energy efficiency or are required to improve by regulations.   We already provide a large range of support and advice  - and we will continue with this support throughout the Transition Programme 
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